Battle Health pathway: Overview of design approach
March 2017
Active design
The project aims to encourage the use of Battle Recreation Ground for healthy
outdoor activity by people of all ages and abilities. The proposed scheme offers a
2.5m wide shared use route for cyclists and people on foot and on all kinds of wheelbased equipment. The route links the three entrances to the recreation ground to a
300 metre long circuit – ‘The Loop’ – which provides a circular walking, running and
cycling route with distance markers at 50m intervals, and a series of fun graphics
which encourage activity. The Loop links pieces of outdoor gym equipment designed
for circuit training as well as opportunities to sit and enjoy the view or have a picnic
or an informal kickabout on the grass.

Above: The Loop surfacing: bitmac with thermoplastic graphics showing distances,
activity ideas and motivational phrases
Below: Circuit train gym equipment
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Inclusive design
The route has been designed to be as accessible as possible, with barrier free access
at each entrance and throughout the site, a sealed bitmac surface suitable for
wheelchairs as well as bicycles and wheeled equipment designed to be used by as
many people as possible. As the site is steeply sloping, there are limited options for
easy routes with gentle gradients. However, entrance signs will be designed with
maps to provide information about route options and gradients to allow visitors to
choose routes suitable for them. Access to existing seats is improved with new
surfacing to link to proposed new footpaths.
Below: Exercise equipment by the Great Outdoor Gym Company
(http://www.tgogc.com) is designed to be inclusive.

Health & Safety
The key risk identified in the design process is the safety of path users due to the
steep gradients. Safe access from the highway to the north (North Trade Road) is
also an important consideration.
Sustrans (see Sustrans Design Manual Chapter 5 Traffic free routes: conceptual
design December 2014), recommends a maximum gradient of 1:15 for shared, traffic
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free routes, with 1:12 as an absolute maximum for short stretches. The proposed
route includes many stretches of 1:14 and a few short stretches up to 1:12 which has
been unavoidable as much of the recreation ground is steeply sloping and scope to
meander the route to reduce gradients is limited by existing trees and other existing
structures and facilities. The original proposed route along the west edge of the site
alongside the existing football pitch has been omitted as it was considered too steep
with a gradient of around 1:11 and narrow with poor sight lines. The proximity to
trees on the boundary would also make it difficult to construct a path in this
location.
Path surfacing has been selected to be skid resistant whilst providing a firm, easily
accessed surface for all users. Surfacing is designed to 1:40 crossfalls without edging
to shed water quickly and avoid ponding and icing in cold weather. The layout allows
clear sightlines and there is adequate width at 2.5m for users t pass each other
easily.

Above: Path surfacing: Bitmac with stone chippings for skid resistance
Chicanes are proposed for the entry points from North Trade Road which will
prevent access by motor vehicles, ensure cyclists reduce their speed whilst
maintaining free and easy access for pedestrians. It is recommended that a ‘cyclists
dismount’ sign is added to the north west entrance as this abuts the main road
directly.
Sustainability
Materials have been selected for durability, low maintenance and environmental
sustainability. Permeable recycled plastic grid paving is proposed under exercise
equipment, cycle stands, seats and picnic tables. Bitmac surfacing for the main paths
is durable and has the lowest whole life costs. High quality picnic benches in
hardwood with FSC Chain of Custody Certification are durable and sustainable.
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Above: grass grid paving and timber picnic benches
Native and bee-friendly planting is proposed including areas of wildflower meadow
to increase the biodiversity of the site as well as add attractive variety and colour to
the landscape. Fruit and nut tree species will be selected to encourage healthy urban
food foraging.
Below: Wildflower meadow within mown grass
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